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* For more details and other blister packed accessories for the 1100D/1200D,
  see the Janome Accessory Catalog at www.janome.co.jp/e1.htm

Professional overlock accessory blister packs
Twelve new blister packs are now available in convenient blister packs including seven new accessory sets. 
These convenient sets combine attachments with their appropriate optional presser foot to make it easier 
than ever to set up the Janome 1200D and 1100D for specialized techniques. Each blister pack also 
includes easy-to-follow instructions.

Set Accessories

* To attach lace to top of fabric, use Lacing Guide (F-3, not blister packed) with chain stitch foot (F).

* Compatible with…   1200D only   1100D+1200D

 1. Cover hem foot, Lace attachment, Hem & Wrapped edge guides    Part No.200801407
  Attaching lace
in a breeze

  Foolproof hemming   Creates look 
of bias tape

 2. Chain stitch foot, Fagoting & Felling guides    Part No.200803409
  Make one-step 
flatfelled seams

  Perfect fagoting

 5. Top stitch foot & Top stitch guide
　 Part No. 200804204

  Secures easily
frayed fabrics

 

* Turning attachments up side down makes it 
possible to attach gathered elastic with cover 
hem stitch. This technique can be used for
making gathered skirt, etc.

6. Elastic gathering foot & Attachments Part No. 200805401

  Gathers elastic 
for you

 

Tips:
  - Use your right hand to hold straight fabric in place and left hand to rotate curved fabric along the guide.
  - Sew a few stitches on the straight fabric first. Then, insert curved fabric into upper portion of the guide 
    up to just in front of the needles.

The Cloth guide is very convenient for serging curved and straight fabrics together. This technique is 
commonly seen in home décor items like table cloths and bedspreads. The guide, which is separated 
into two parts, prevents fabrics from sticking together by static cling for smooth and comfortable serging.

7. Cloth guide & Attachment holder    Part No. 200812205

  Guides curved fabric 
to straight edges

 4. Pintucking foot, Pintucking & Cording guides　
    Part No. 200802408

  Pintucking + Cording

 3. Cording foot & Cording guide
    Part No. 200817004

  Creates your own 
decorative trims


